Treobytes, Inc. is looking for interns to teach a 6 week after school program. The program is structured to be a play and learn, so you will be instructing the game, and assisting the kids to ensure comprehension. The schools are k-5, so interns that enjoy working and engaging kids would be ideal. The two systems we are incorporating are Osmo and ScratchJR. Each class will have support staff and tablets or iPads. At the ends of 6 weeks they will have a project to presentation for their parents and display at an event.

We're looking for the following skills:
1-Enthusiam and excitement to keep the kids engaged (K-5)
2-Experience with basic STEM courses
3-Any public speaking or teaching experience (TA, group leaders, etc)

Interns will be paid 15/hr and the program will start in March.

If interested please email treobytes@live.com.